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An insightful and inspirational biography of the heroic and spiritual poet. Gerard Manley Hopkins (1844?1889) may well have been the most original and innovative poet writing in the English
language during the nineteenth century. Yet his story of personal struggle, doubt, intense introspection, and inward heroism has never been told fully. As a Jesuit priest, Hopkins?s descent into
loneliness and despair and his subsequent recovery are a remarkable and inspiring spiritual journey that will speak to many readers, regardless of their faith or philosophies. Paul Mariani, an awardwinning poet himself and author of a number of biographies of literary figures, brilliantly integrates Hopkins?s spiritual life and his literary life to create a rich and compelling portrait of a man whose
work and life continue to speak to readers a century after his death.
The manual described directly at left may also be purchased with an optional pair of computer disks, one for Windows and the other for Macintosh users. The disks offer one of the book's tests in its
computerized version. When taken in Testing Mode, actual test conditions are reproduced and the score is automatically tabulated. In Learning Mode, students are offered chances to correct their
wrong answer following each question.
The Hendricks re-create the events and personalities of the mutiny aboard the slave ship Creole in 1841.
The Rise and Fall of the Bingham Dynasty
Ruth Bader Ginsburg's Life and Work
The Sergeants Major of the Army
Five Hundred and One Critical Reading Questions
Bulletin
A Sex Scandal of the Gilded Age, and the "Powerless" Woman Who Took On Washington
Tour Book

“A lively debut biography of the flamboyant Irish writer . . . focusing on the women who loved and supported him” (Kirkus Reviews). In this essential work, Eleanor Fitzsimons
reframes Oscar Wilde’s story and his legacy through the women in his life, including such scintillating figures as Florence Balcombe; actress Lillie Langtry; and his tragic and witty
niece, Dolly, who, like Wilde, loved fast cars, cocaine, and foreign women. Fresh, revealing, and entertaining, full of fascinating detail and anecdotes, Wilde’s Women relates the untold
story of how a beloved writer and libertine played a vitally sympathetic role on behalf of many women, and how they supported him in the midst of a Victorian society in the process of
changing forever. “Fitzsimons reminds us of the many writers, actresses, political activists, professional beauties and aristocratic ladies who helped shape the life and legend of the era’s
greatest wit, esthete and sexual martyr . . . provide[s] a potted biography of the multitalented writer and gay icon . . . highly enjoyable.” —The Washington Post “Fitzsimons brilliantly
calls attention to the progressive ideas and beliefs which drew the most daring and interesting women of the time to his side. The depth and painstaking care of Fitzsimons’ research is a
fitting tribute to Wilde’s fascinating life and exquisite writing—and really, what better compliment is there than that?” —High Voltage
In her compelling memoir, Kaye Kimbro Rosenthal pulls back the curtain on her life in order to allow future generations to glimpse an unforgettable time through her eyes. Richly
illustrated with photographs and evocative of the period in history, Rosenthal shares the story of her sometimes turbulent, often joyful journey through life and the subsequent lessons
she learned. A passionate artist and photographer, Rosenthal infuses her memoir with sincerity, wit, and an honest writing style that encourages others to look at their own lives with a
new perspective. She begins by detailing her childhood in rural Kentucky, where she played by day in back of the horse barn and at night read by the light of an oil lamp. Time moved
slowly for Rosenthal as she grew up, but it was not long before she entered adulthood without abandon, eventually relocating to Washington, DC, where she soon learned that love has a
will of its own. Waiting chronicles the poignant journey of a wife and mother as she navigates through life and ultimately learns how to love unconditionally, forgive, and heal from even
the deepest and most painful wounds.
“Inside this mesmerizing tale of sexual desire and discovery, naive newlyweds Henry and Effie are honeymooning in Cape May, N.J., in 1957, tentatively navigating intimacy. Then they
meet Clara and Max, hard-partying lovers who dazzle the innocent pair until they’ve lost more than their virginity. Cheek’s sensual first novel leaves you wanting more.” – PEOPLE
"Henry and Effie’s honeymoon is meant to be their introduction to the pleasures of the body, but in the company of Clara and her promiscuous cohort they lose all track of boundaries.
A dozy, luxurious sense of enchantment comes over the story, until the rude awakening at its finale.... Cape May does something better than critique or satirize: It seduces." – The Wall
Street Journal Cape May is a raw, provocative portrayal of a young 1950s couple on the cusp of a sexual awakening, and the temptations that upturn their honeymoon and reshape
their marriage. In this erotic and intimate debut novel, a naïve southern couple is exposed to a group of raucous, debauched urbanites. Arriving for their honeymoon in Cape May, New
Jersey, during the off season, Henry and Effie are startled to find the beach town deserted. The abandoned homes and desolate beaches make them shy of each other, and, isolated in
their new marriage, they decide to cut their trip short. But before they leave, they encounter their glamorous, sensual neighbors and become swept up by their drama. Clara, a beautiful
socialite who feels her youth slipping away; Max, a wealthy playboy and Clara’s lover; and Alma, Max’s aloof, mysterious, and evocative half-sister, to whom Henry is irresistibly
drawn. Slowly, agonizingly, these deeply-flawed, profoundly human characters pull Henry and Effie out of themselves and expose them to a side of desire they never expected. While
they discover new truths in each other and in their marriage, the empty beach town becomes their playground. And as they sneak into the vacant summer homes, go sailing, walk naked
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under the stars, make love, and drink an enormous amount of gin, Henry and Effie slip from innocence into betrayal, with irrevocable consequences. Seductive and moving, this is a
novel about marriage, love, raw sexuality, and the ways in which desire and betrayal can reverberate endlessly throughout our lives.
A Path of Faith and Acceptance from Seoul to a Us Oncology Practice to Prison and Release
The Joy of Insight: Passions of a Physicist
Out of the Balkans
The Patriarch
The Yellow Wallpaper
The Pictus Orbis® Sambo
A Novel
Whether you've been married a few months or decades, couples need regular, quiet moments together to renew their love and
commitment to each other and to God. In OUR BEST LIFE TOGETHER, Joel and Victoria Osteen want to encourage you in your marriage
and remind you that God brought you together to help each other succeed and to become all He created you to be. There's no better
way to experience the fulfilling marriage God intends for you than to set aside a devotional time together each day and set your
minds in the right direction for a positive, happy, faith-filled marriage. When you live together in unity, you honor God and open
the door for His blessings to flow into every area of your life. If you will do your part, God will do His part, and you can live
in love!
A family saga set in the courtyards of Jewish Baghdad before World War I. The book portrays a family exploding with power
struggles and intrigue, seductions and betrayals, witches and hunchbacks, ghouls and spirits of flesh and blood. At the centre is
Victoria, who is in love with her cousin.
In its open improvisations, lapidary lyrics, errant melodies, and relentless pursuit of spontaneity, the British experimental band
Henry Cow pushed rock music to its limits. Its rotating personnel, sprung from rock, free jazz, and orchestral worlds, synthesized
a distinct sound that troubled genre lines, and with this musical diversity came a mixed politics, including Maoism, communism,
feminism, and Italian Marxism. In Henry Cow: The World Is a Problem Benjamin Piekut tells the band’s story—from its founding in
Cambridge in 1968 and later affiliation with Virgin Records to its demise ten years later—and analyzes its varied efforts to link
aesthetics with politics. Drawing on ninety interviews with Henry Cow musicians and crew, letters, notebooks, scores, journals,
and meeting notes, Piekut traces the group’s pursuit of a political and musical collectivism, offering up its history as but one
example of the vernacular avant-garde that emerged in the decades after World War II. Henry Cow’s story resonates far beyond its
inimitable music; it speaks to the avant-garde’s unpredictable potential to transform the world.
Barron's how to Prepare for the GRE
An Irregular Quarterly of Sherlockiana
A Victorian Visionary, a Noble Scottish Family, and a Lost Inheritance
Victorian Jamaica
Faithful Intellect
Victoria
Our Best Life Together
In the 1930s, Victor Weisskopf worked with leading European physicists such as Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, Paul Dirac and Wolfgang Pauli. His memoir recounts in simple language how
quantum mechanics revolutionized physics and our understanding of matter. Weisskopf takes us to Los Alamos where he worked on the atom bomb during World War II after fleeing the Nazis, to
CERN which he led in the early 1960s, and to MIT’s physics department where he taught until his retirement. Weisskopf also recounts his efforts towards nuclear disarmament and tells of his
lifelong love of music and passion to understand and explain physics. “[Weisskopf’s] memoir provides a bright tile in the mosaic that our descendants will study in seeking to understand his
scientific generation... A warm and frequently witty memoir by an extraordinarily gifted thinker and caring human being.” — Timothy Ferris, The New York Times “Weisskopf’s voice comes
through clearly in the book ... a voice that has tried to infuse our century with the idealism and humanism that it so often has lacked... The Joy of Insight is much more than Weisskopf’s
autobiography: It is a first-hand account of the intellectual and political forces that shaped the 20th century.” — Science “His account of [Los Alamos], where an isolated, tightly enclosed social
world contrasted with the excitement and suspense of unprecedented research and invention, is the best yet written.” — The Atlantic “The Joy of Insight is an inspiring personal memoir by one of
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the most thoughtful scientists of our time... [A] stimulating book by and about a passionate physicist.” —Boston Globe “[Weisskopf] emerges in this autobiography as a man of gentle wisdom and
quiet grace, confident in the idea that physics can provide not only 'the joy of insight,' but also a model of how life should be lived.” — The Sciences
A provocative social history examines the history of virginity and of noted virgins in Western culture, describing the unique fascination civilization has had for virginity from a social, political,
economic, philosophical, medical, and legal standpoint. Reprint.
Unexpectedly flourishing in her medical practice created turmoils. Dr. Gates had a lifetime commitment and passion to be a good physician. She had a gift for helping terminal patients, providing
precise amounts of chemo-drug, with adjustment based on each individual's tolerance. This resulted in a successful cure rate. Betrayal by jealous, narrow-minded, unintelligent people, caused her
life to burn to the ground. However, her faith rebuilt her house on a rock, and she learned to let go of her sand castle. She lost everything, although she found God at last.
Surgeon, Inventor, and Texas Medical Pioneer
How to Prepare for the GRE, Graduate Record Examination
How Oscar Wilde Was Shaped by the Women He Knew
New York
Waiting
Being a Publishing History, Checklist and Price Guide for The Story of Little Black Sambo
Gerard Manley Hopkins
In this first comprehensive biography of Dr. Arthur Edward Spohn, authors Jane Clements Monday, Frances Brannen Vick, and Charles W. Monday Jr., MD,
illuminate the remarkable nineteenth-century story of a trailblazing physician who helped to modernize the practice of medicine in Texas. Arthur Spohn was
unusually innovative for the time and exceptionally dedicated to improving medical care. Among his many surgical innovations was the development of a
specialized tourniquet for “bloodless operations” that was later adopted as a field instrument by militaries throughout the world. To this day, he holds the world
record for the removal of the largest tumor—328 pounds—from a patient who fully recovered. Recognizing the need for modern medical care in South Texas, Spohn,
with the help of Alice King, raised funds to open the first hospital in Corpus Christi. Today, his name and institutional legacy live on in the region through the
Christus Spohn Health System, the largest hospital system in South Texas. This biography of a medical pioneer recreates for readers the medical, regional, and
family worlds in which Spohn moved, making it an important contribution not only to the history of South Texas but also to the history of modern medicine.
The Turn of the Screw', first published in 1898, is a novella written by Henry James, who was considered a master of creating best psychological fiction. It is a gothic
novel, work of great horror, by one of the most acclaimed authors of the modern European literature.
The critical reading section on standardized tests, especially the SAT 1 exam, is often cited as a trouble section for even the best test-takers. Examinees get testtargeted reading comprehension practice questions to score better with LearningExpress' series, Skill Builder in Focus. This specialized drill book provides the
focused practice necessary for test-taking success. Plus, all answers are explained, using terms that clarify context, main ideas, themes, and critical thinking skills
for effective studying and positive reinforcement. Almost every standardized test in verbal skills, including civil service exams, contains reading comprehension
questions. Each practice consists of several passages followed by questions and answer explanations.
Dr. Arthur Spohn
Chat Love
Unknown Children
Wilde's Women
Dissenter on the Bench
Moonlight Melody
Updated to reflect the most recent Graduate Record Exams, this manual contains six complete model GREs, all with questions answered and explained. Model exams closely parallel actual tests in
length, question types, overall exam structure, and degree of difficulty. Includes math review and 3,500-word vocabulary list.
“I’ll take my share of the blame. I only ask that he take his.” In Bringing Down the Colonel, the journalist Patricia Miller tells the story of Madeline Pollard, an unlikely nineteenth-century
women’s rights crusader. After an affair with a prominent politician left her “ruined,” Pollard brought the man—and the hypocrisy of America’s control of women’s sexuality—to trial. And,
surprisingly, she won. Pollard and the married Colonel Breckinridge began their decade-long affair when she was just a teenager. After the death of his wife, Breckinridge asked for Pollard’s
hand—and then broke off the engagement to marry another woman. But Pollard struck back, suing Breckinridge for breach of promise in a shockingly public trial. With premarital sex considered
irredeemably ruinous for a woman, Pollard was asserting the unthinkable: that the sexual morality of men and women should be judged equally. Nearly 125 years after the Breckinridge-Pollard
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scandal, America is still obsessed with women’s sexual morality. And in the age of Donald Trump and Harvey Weinstein, we’ve witnessed fraught public reckonings with a type of sexual
exploitation unnervingly similar to that experienced by Pollard. Using newspaper articles, personal journals, previously unpublished autobiographies, and letters, Bringing Down the Colonel tells
the story of one of the earliest women to publicly fight back.
The Patriarch traces the turbulent history of one of the nation's most powerful newspaper companies and the family that built it. Based on years of archival research and interviews with Bingham
intimates, it is a searing examination of three generations of an American family beset with mystery and vicious rivalry. 16 pages of photos.
Baker Street Journal
Canadian National Magazine
The World Is a Problem
How to Prepare for the Graduate Record Examination
Cape May
Virgin
An Intimate Biography of the Woman who Ruled an Empire

Connor O'Leary knows nothing about babies, families, or good women, yet he's up to his ears in all three. Coming to Shadow Creek, Montana was meant to be a new
start for this former oil rigger, but he had no idea that fresh beginning would include a baby on his doorstep and a hot nanny he can't stop thinking about. Diapers,
feedings, and late nights soothing his little bundle of surprise were definitely not on his itinerary. The last thing Haley Thomson expected to see is the reclusive Connor
with a baby in his arms. Before she knows it, she's volunteered as nanny—temporarily. Helping out with baby Rosie is a dream come true and fills a space in her heart
she believed will never be filled. But falling for Rosie's hot and sexy bachelor daddy is not on her to-do list...but boy would she ever like it to be... Each book in the
Shadow Creek, Montana series is STANDALONE: * Christmas with the Sheriff * The Baby Bombshell * The Doctor's Redemption * Baby on the Bad Boy’s Doorstep * The
Firefighter's Pretend Fiance * A Christmas Miracle for the Doctor
In "Out of the Balkans," family and ancestors spring alive from the pages in images and language. It contains a wealth of information about Greek colonies of the
Diaspora, and the lives of early twentieth century Greek immigrants to the United States. Rarely does a well-researched and finely written account like this surface.
Researchers with Greek-speaking ancestors from Bulgarian Greek colonies or Macedonia, areas whose histories are filled with conflict and struggle during this last
century, will find this superb text especially helpful. Because genealogical resources (in English or Greek) for research in Hellenic ancestry are so sparse, finding
extensive background information about Greek-speaking peoples from northern areas of the Balkans, particularly Bulgaria, is invaluable.
"We cannot change the cards we are dealt, just how we play the hand."---Randy Pausch A lot of professors give talks titled "The Last Lecture." Professors are asked to
consider their demise and to ruminate on what matters most to them. And while they speak, audiences can't help but mull the same question: What wisdom would we
impart to the world if we knew it was our last chance? If we had to vanish tomorrow, what would we want as our legacy? When Randy Pausch, a computer science
professor at Carnegie Mellon, was asked to give such a lecture, he didn't have to imagine it as his last, since he had recently been diagnosed with terminal cancer. But
the lecture he gave--"Really Achieving Your Childhood Dreams"--wasn't about dying. It was about the importance of overcoming obstacles, of enabling the dreams of
others, of seizing every moment (because "time is all you have...and you may find one day that you have less than you think"). It was a summation of everything
Randy had come to believe. It was about living. In this book, Randy Pausch has combined the humor, inspiration and intelligence that made his lecture such a
phenomenon and given it an indelible form. It is a book that will be shared for generations to come.
American Theatre
Fortune's Many Houses
The Turn of the Screw
A Daily Devotional for Couples
Baby on the Bad Boy’s Doorstep
Victoria the Queen
Princeton Alumni Weekly

A novel that proves the Big Apple is ripe for dating. “If you enjoyed Sex and the City, this book is for you.”—Chick Lit Plus City girl Lucia is having trouble finding a man. With a
few nudges from her friends, she decides to try out Chat Love, an online dating service for New Yorkers. Hilarity ensues with one disastrous date after another . . . where do
these men come from? Mars? Certainly not Manhattan! She finally meets someone from work who is almost perfect, but decides to move on as he’s still seeing other women.
She keeps in contact with a man named Jack on the Chat Love site. Could he be the one? What about her love interest at work? Will Lucia and her tight group of gals ever find
love? Chat Love will give you something to talk about! “Surprisingly riveting and entertaining to read . . . I got completely hooked on this funny, exhilarating love story.”—Diary of a
Book Fiend “This book possesses the perfect blend of wit, romance, and feel-good vibes, which is why we think it’s the perfect read for a honeymoon excursion. We know you’ll
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be busy enjoying the love of your life, but for those down times on the beach when you’re looking for something to relax with and indulge in, join Lucia in Chat Love as she goes
through her own journey in looking for the one.”—Sophisticated Weddings “The characters were well-written, and I think the plot will resonate with anyone who has ever tried
online dating. I would definitely recommend this to anyone who enjoys a funny, light romance.”—Lindsey’s Library
The race to the crown -- The birth of "pocket Hercules"--The lonely, naughty princess -- An impossible, strange madness -- "Awful scenes in the house"--Becoming queen: "I shall
not fail" -- The coronation: "a dream out of the Arabian nights" -- Learning to rule -- A scandal in the palace -- Virago in love -- The bride: "I never, never spent such an evening" -Only the husband, not the master -- The palace intruders -- King to all intents: "like a vulture into his prey" -- Perfect, awful, spotless prosperity -- Annus Mirabilis: the
revolutionary year -- What Albert did: the Great Exhibition of 1851 -- The Crimea: 'This unsatisfactory war' -- London boils over -- Royal parents: "everything passes so quickly!" -"Who will call me Victoria now?" -- "The whole house seems like Pompeii." -- Resuscitating the widow at Windsor -- The queen's stallion -- The faery queen awakes -- Enough to
kill any man -- Two ironclads colliding: the queen and Mr. Gladstone -- The monarch in a bonnet -- The "poor munshi" -- The diamond empire -- The end of the Victorian Age "The streets were indeed a strange sight
A unique and fascinating look at Victorian society through the remarkable lives of an enlightened and philanthropic aristocratic couple, the Marquess and Marchioness of
Aberdeen, who tried to change the world for the better but paid a heavy price. This is a true tale of love and loss, fortune and misfortune. In the late 19th century, John and Ishbel
Gordon, the Marquess and Marchioness of Aberdeen, were the couple who seemed to have it all: a fortune that ran into the tens of millions, a magnificent stately home in
Scotland surrounded by one of Europe’s largest estates, a townhouse in London’s most fashionable square, cattle ranches in Texas and British Columbia, and the governorships
of Ireland and Canada where they lived like royalty. Together they won praise for their work as social reformers and pioneers of women’s rights, and enjoyed friendships with
many of the most prominent figures of the age, from Britain’s Prime Ministers to Oliver Wendell-Holmes and P.T. Barnum and Queen Victoria herself. Yet by the time they died in
the 1930s, this gilded couple’s luck had long since run out: they had faced family tragedies, scandal through their unwitting involvement in one of the “crimes of the century” and,
most catastrophically of all, they had lost both their fortune and their lands. This fascinating family quest for the reason for their dramatic downfall is also a moving and colorful
exploration of society in Victorian Britain and North America and an inspirational feast for history lovers.
Samuel S. Nelles and Victoria University
A Tale of Revolt Aboard a Slave Ship
A Life
Graduate Record Examination
General Test
The Creole Mutiny
Bringing Down the Colonel
Required Reading for every Feminist “I'm sure I never used to be so sensitive. I think it is due to this nervous condition.” ? Charlotte Perkins Gilman,
The Yellow Wallpaper The Yellow Wallpaper is a psychological short story about a Victorian woman on the edge of a nervous breakdown. When her husband
deems she needs a "rest cure" after the birth of their child, they rent an abandoned colonial mansion with a "queer air" about it. The narrator's room
has horrible yellow wallpaper which incites her decent into madness. This short story is an early American feminist work and explores the role of women
in a patriarchal society. This Xist Classics edition has been professionally formatted for e-readers with a linked table of contents. This eBook also
contains a bonus book club leadership guide and discussion questions. We hope you’ll share this book with your friends, neighbors and colleagues and
can’t wait to hear what you have to say about it.. Xist Publishing is a digital-first publisher. Xist Publishing creates books for the touchscreen
generation and is dedicated to helping everyone develop a lifetime love of reading, no matter what form it takes
The life and career of the fiercely principled Supreme Court Justice, now a popular icon, with dramatic accounts of her landmark cases that moved the
needle on legal protection of human rights, illustrated with b/w archival photographs. Dramatically narrated case histories from Justice Ginsburg's
stellar career are interwoven with an account of RBG's life--childhood, family, beliefs, education, marriage, legal and judicial career, children, and
achievements--and her many-faceted personality is captured. The cases described, many involving young people, demonstrate her passionate concern for
gender equality, fairness, and our constitutional rights. Notes, bibliography, index.
In 1850, Samuel Nelles, a well-educated Methodist minister, was selected to resuscitate the debt-ridden and declining Victoria University. As principal,
and later as president and chancellor, he fought against shortsighted government educational policies while making the school into one of the premier
universities in Canada. A true academic, Nelles believed in the importance of testing assumed laws, dogmas, and creeds. However his pursuit of
intellectual inquiry was always guided by a rational faith in God, as well as the expectation of the future greatness and goodness of humanity.
"Faithful Intellect" expands the reader's understanding of many of the key intellectual, religious, and political concerns of nineteenth-century English
Canada while providing an essential contribution to the study of Canada’s system of higher education.
The Untouched History
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Henry Cow
GRE General Test
The Last Lecture
How to Prepare for the Graduate Record Examination, GRE.
Victorian Jamaica explores the extraordinary surviving archive of visual representation and material objects to provide a comprehensive account of Jamaican society during Queen
Victoria's reign over the British Empire, from 1837 to 1901. In their analyses of material ranging from photographs of plantation laborers and landscape paintings to cricket team
photographs, furniture, and architecture, as well as a wide range of texts, the contributors trace the relationship between black Jamaicans and colonial institutions; contextualize
race within ritual and performance; and outline how material and visual culture helped shape the complex politics of colonial society. By narrating Victorian history from a
Caribbean perspective, this richly illustrated volume—featuring 270 full-color images—offers a complex and nuanced portrait of Jamaica that expands our understanding of the
wider history of the British Empire and Atlantic world during this period. Contributors. Anna Arabindan-Kesson, Tim Barringer, Anthony Bogues, David Boxer, Patrick Bryan, Steeve
O. Buckridge, Julian Cresser, John M. Cross, Petrina Dacres, Belinda Edmondson, Nadia Ellis, Gillian Forrester, Catherine Hall, Gad Heuman, Rivke Jaffe, O'Neil Lawrence, Erica
Moiah James, Jan Marsh, Wayne Modest, Daniel T. Neely, Mark Nesbitt, Diana Paton, Elizabeth Pigou-Dennis, Veerle Poupeye, Jennifer Raab, James Robertson, Shani Roper, Faith
Smith, Nicole Smythe-Johnson, Dianne M. Stewart, Krista A. Thompson
Victoria
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